
 

Behavior Management Policies 
 
Behavior Management:  The behavior management policy was established with the knowledge 
that children need clear limits, set in ways that do not negatively influence their self-esteem. 
Limits are set to protect each child from hurting himself/herself, others, the equipment or 
facilities. The camp staff set guidelines and the goal is for each child to become a problem-solver 
and conflict-resolver. Wyandot, Discovery, Jr. Kidzone & My First Camp staff approach behavior 
management with a positive message reinforcing acceptable behavior and learning as a natural 
part of a child’s growth and development. 
   
The camp environment is designed to promote success, allowing for much freedom within the 
limits. Children need to explore the limits of each setting. Just as your children test you, they will 
probably test the Camp Staff sometime during the summer to define our personal and camp site 
limits. When children do test the limits we allow the child several chances to change the behavior. 
 
Camp staff are trained at learning to manage behavior problems through conflict resolution 
techniques, such as Camp Counselor/Child discussion, redirection, choices, removal from the 
situation, loss of privileges, and in severe situations, dismissal from camp. 
 
Behavior will be managed according to the following steps: 

1. Remind:  The camper is reminded of the rules when acting inappropriately. 
2. Redirect: The camper is reminded again and offered choices and solutions to their 

behavior. 
3. Remove: The camper may be removed from the situation if the behavior does not 

improve.  
 
If the behavior is consistent, habitual, or a severely inappropriate action: 

1. There will be a Day Camp Supervisor/Parent Conference 
2. There will be a Camp Supervisor/Parent/Recreation Supervisor Conference 

 
A child at the final step may have appropriate consequences established such as a written 
behavior contract, loss of privileges, suspension or dismissal from camp. Severe behavior 
problems could result in immediate dismissal from camp. If a child cannot adjust to the camp 
setting and behave appropriately, the parent or guardian may be asked to find alternate 
arrangements for care. 
 
In order for camp staff to effectively manage a child’s behavior and be proactive about 
preventing behavior issues and bullying, we want to teach the children to learn to respect 
themselves and others at camp by implementing the following Camp Rules: 

 Listen and follow directions given by all Camp Staff 
 Keep your hands, feet and body to yourself 
 Stay within a Camp Staff’s eyesight 
 Participate, do your best and show a positive attitude 
 Work together and be kind 
 Make safe choices and HAVE FUN! 



 
 

Behavior management is the slow process of helping a child see the sense and experience the 
success of acting a certain way. Behavior management helps children develop self-control and 
respect for themselves, other people and the community. Managing behavior should never harm, 
shame or frighten a child. All camp staff are required to treat children with respect and use 
discipline as a learning opportunity. 
 
Physical Altercation and Anti-Bullying Policy:  If a child intentionally causes physical harm 
to another child, Camp Staff, facility or vehicle he/she may be dismissed from Wyandot Camp, 
Discovery, Jr. Kidzone or My First Camp for a minimum of the remainder of the camp day. A 
parent may be called immediately to remove the child from the program. Before the child is 
readmitted to the program, a meeting between the camp family, Camp Supervisor and 
Recreation Supervisor may be requested. It is Wyandot Camp, Discovery, Jr. Kidzone & My First 
Camp policy to remove ALL participants involved in physical altercations regardless of who 
started the altercation. 
 
If a child is dismissed due to a physical altercation or behavioral issue, refunds, credits and 
transfers are not provided due to the investment in camp staff and supplies that have already 
been planned for and purchased.  
 
Bullying is considered a serious infraction and not permitted at camp.  Bullying cases will be 
managed on an individual basis, and a decision about future participation will be determined 
after a meeting occurs between the camp family, Day Camp Supervisor and the Recreation 
Supervisor. 
 


